Pickleball Rotation

In order to balance equal playing time and promote a recreational atmosphere, please utilize the following Rules and Rotations:

**Court 1** is designated for social players and beginners from 9a – 11:30a. The court becomes open to all levels from 11:30a – 2p.

**Court 2** is designated for intermediate/advanced players.

**Court 3** is designated for intermediate/advanced players.

Place paddles in a single line from left to right at each court. The paddles will signify who is next in line to play.

Games will be played to 9 points. Once one team scores 9 they are declared the winner and the game has completed.

When there are 6 or fewer players waiting to play, the two-on two-off policy is in effect. The winners will remain on the court and the runner-ups will retire from the court. The next two players in the queue will join the next match.

The winning team is not permitted to play more than two consecutive matches. If they win their second match, they are required to retire from the court. In this instance, the next four players in the queue will join the next match.

When there are more than 6 players waiting to play, the four-on four-off policy is in effect. Both the winners and runner-ups will retire from the court. The next four players in the queue will begin the next match.

The intermediate/advanced players will put their paddles in the queue on court 3 if they were the winners of their previous game while the runner-ups of that game will put their paddles in the queue on court 2.

There will be a “Next” sign in front of the two paddle queues. Once the next four join a new game from one queue, the “Next” sign will be placed in front of the other queue. Continue to alternate the “Next” sign between queues until it is no longer needed due to lack of present participants.

*Newly arriving intermediate/advanced participants should place their paddles in the shorter court queue to even out the lines to maximize playing time on each court.*

It is also recommended that intermediate/advanced players join the social/beginner court games periodically to act as ambassadors and coaches to beginner players.